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Abstt:'act 

An experlment was run to test the independence of in
t ormat ion load (Hic}{' sLaw l and movement prec is ion (F 1. ttz.;·' 

Law) using additiVe factors methodology. 

There were two elements to the subjects' task. Firstly, 
subjects were requirliild to classify stimuli according to a 
deCision rule with a variablliil entropy. The stimuli were 
presented in the cliilntre of the CRT screen. In response. sub
jects had to move a cursor from a starting point near the 
stimulus to the appropriate t.arget. The targets were ar~ 

ranged in an annular pattern aro.und the central pOint. The 
precision of the response movement was varied by manipulat
ing the ratio of the radius of the annulus to the width of 
the target area. 

The dependent meaSUre was elapsed time between onset of 
thestill'lulus and completion of the response movement. In
dependence of the Hick's Law :and Fitts' Law components of 
the re:action time was tested with an analysis of Variance. 
Presence of an interact.ion wO\.lld suggest that a decision 
stage and a response stage are depliilndent, and cannot be con
Sidered discrete steps in a $eri~l process. 
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With the increasing popul~rit~ of icbn driven software 
systems there has been a trend towards "pointing" input dev
ices such as the mouse, touch screen and JoystiCk. These 
devices help reduce the cognitive and motor complexity 
required to recode' an intention .. as an .action. Operators are 
required to make a decision ~b~u~ ,situation or an ltem of 
information and act upon the decislon by moving a cursor to 
a designated area on CRT scree9. Wh~t factors lnfluence the 
effic1ency and accuracy of such a ~a~k? 

The operator's't.ask cem be divi·ded into two parts. a 
deCision part and a movement part, and there exist informa
tion theoretic measures predicting reaction time for each of 
these parts. Hick [195.21.:·anq Hyman [19'53 J proposed that 
reaction time increased with the number of bi ts per- deel-' 
sian: 

RT:;;at-bH . ( 11 

where 

H =_'Zp , 10g2- (p , 
. '.' .L .L 

Fitts (~954] proposed that movement time' ,increased~i~~the 
log~bf the ratio of movement amplitude to target width~ 

, ., ( 2 } 

Following ,Jagacinsk i, ~he .. combinedRT and MT will be 
ca1lec:lcapture tim~ .<eTI Reaction time (RTJ will refer t.o 
the time between stimulus onset a~d the start of the joys
tick movement, while movement time will reter 'to the time 
be~ween ~~e start of the joystick movement and target cap
t.ur~ ~ Operational. defi'Oj.t.iOns of tlie' 'above events wi 11 be 
,g1venb~1~~. . 

, '\ ' , . 

,Tt·· is ge.n~ral1y found that moveme.ntpr-ecision h'as' very 
'l . .it.tle effec:t;, o.n,. RT. This, supports. theno,tion thatpercep
tual or .,cI9;gnitive processj.ng is independent of t,h~ process-
ing of motor mo~.me~ts. Fit~s and Peterson [1964J fourld that 
as movement ampiit~de "(AlwBS 1nc~eased or ~~rget width (WI 
decreased, RT increased consistently, but only very 
slightly. However, manipulatlons of stimulus probablity did 
have an effect on RT. RT was longer the more uncert.ainty 
there was as to .wh.ich of two targets would be signalled 
(F it ts and PetersonPract'ice Sess ion, E,l.:per iments :Ii and r I I . 
They also found that by making one of the two targets more 
probable, thus increasing redundancy, RT decreased to the 
more probable target (Experiment 1111. More recently, Jaga
cinski, Hartzel, Ward and Bishop [l9781 tested the:. applica
bility of Fitts' Law as system dynamics and target uncer
tainty were varied. TheyfoQnd that: movement preCision and 
RT were independent. Finally. Gopher, Hartzell,Hart S. G., 
Lee E., and Dunbar S. [19831 have attempt.ed a combination of 
Sternberg's memory scanning task with Fitts' Law and have on 
the whole found independence of the two subtasks. 

Given these results, it could be hypothesized that 
overall capture time in an X-Y sorting task should be an 
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additive combination of RT and M'f. Combining Hick's and 
Fitts' Laws: 

CT=a. + flH + Y log,> (2A IW J • 
• ( :3 J 

There appear to have been few explicit attempts to combine 
Hick's and Fitts' Laws in this fashion, even though it must 
follow from the findings outlined .above. One attempt was 
made by Beggs, Graham, Monk, Shaw and Howarth l19721. They 
proposed the combination in equation 3 and varied the accu
racy of each movement and the number of possible movements 
in a continuous task. Subjects held a pencil and moved 
their hand between a home position and any of several tar
gets, paced by a metronome. However, the combination of the 
two laws was not possible as a negative minimum movement 
time f or the Fi tts' law component made that Law i .l'1val id . 

. Beggs et a1. [1972 J suggested that their rather unusual 
methodology may have been responsible for this. 

The present ~xperiment tests equat10n 3 in discrete trl
als and when movements are made with a joystick. The joys
tick is used to control the position of a cursor on a CRT 
screen. The dynamics are of order Zero, with constant galn. 
Response uncertainty was manipulated by making the number of 
equiprobable responses either 2,4 or 8, resulting 1n 1,2 or 
3 bit decisions. Subjects viewed the stimulus in the centre 
of the CRT screen, and made their response by moving the 
cursor to the target indicated by the stimulus. The mapplng 
from stimulus to target was one to one, targets were labeled 
A,B, ,H and the stimuli were identical to the labels. 
Targets were arrayed 1n an annular fashion around the 
stimulus pOSition, in a radially symmetrical arrangement. 
Movement precision was manipulated by varying the inner and 
out.er radii of the targets. In this geometry the rs,tio of 
2A/W used in (3) corresponds to the ratio of: 

(radiusou~er+radiusinnerl/(radiusou~er-radiuSinnerl(41 

In the present experiment, movement precision was either ~,4 
or 5 bits. Jagacinski and Honk (in Pressl and Card, English 
and Burr (19781 have found that with a joystiCk, diagonal 
movements, like those required to reach half the targets in 
this e~periment, take slightly longer than vertical or hor
izontal movements. However, Jagacinski and Monk [in Prass] 
show that Fitts' law still holds. 

Response uncertainty and movement preCision were ~rossed 
in a factorial design. If (3) is correct then there should 
be independent effects of response uncertainty and movement 
precision, but no interaction. Analysis of variance should 
show only response uncertainty to have a significant effect 
on Reaction Time (RTI and only movement precision to have a 
significant effect on Movement Time (MT). Capture Time (CT) 
should show significant effects of both response uncertainty 
and movement preCision, but nQ interaction. RegreSSion 
analysis ought to be able to fit a model akin to equation 3 
to the data obtained. 
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METHOD 
Design 
There were three levels of response uncertainty (1,2,3 bits 
) and three levels of movement precision (3,4,5 bits). 
These were crossed in a factorial design and each sUbject 
served under all 9 condit~ons. The trials were chosen such 
that the sUbject made movements in each of the possible 
orientations an egual number of times at each level of 
response uncertainty. 

The subjects' task was to view a letter wh~ch appeared 
in the centre of the CRT screen and move the cursor to the 
target which matched the letter. In the 1,2,3 bit decisions, 
subsets of the letters A,B, .. ,H were used. Specifically, in 
the 1 bit decision, the SUbject had to choose between A and 
E, Band F, C and G, and D and H. In the two bit decisions 
th~ subject h~d to choose from A,C,E and G or from B,D,F and 
H. In the three bit decisions, the stimulus could be anyone 
of the eight letters. In all cases, only targets correspond
ing to possible stimuli were displayed. Movement precision 
was. manipulated within each response uncertainty block 
according to a latin square. 

Apparatus 

The experiment was run on an Apple lIe micro CClmpl.lter. 
Responses were made with a Measurement Systems joystick 
without spring return to centre. The maximum deflection ot 
the joystick was about 30

0

• 1'h; gain was apprOXimately 
0.25 of visual angle for each 1 of joystick deflection. 
After presentation of the stimulus the position of the joys
tick was sampled every 10 mSec by installing an interrupt 
handlel:' which trapped intel-l'upts from a Mountain Equipment 
Inc. Clock card and read a Mountain Equipment lnc. analog to 
digital converter (ADC). Reaction and captur·e times were 
not calculated on line, and so were not fed back to the sub
ject after each trial. ADC samples were spooled onto floppy 
disk, and analyzed off line by another program. All 
software, including the clock and ACC handler, was developed 
under the Apple version of the UCSD Pascal operating system. 

Procedure 

Subjects were run in eight 20 minute blocks, each of Which 
comprised either the first or second half of the experimen
tal design. They took between 3 and.? days to run through 
the experimental design four times. 

The instructions to the subjects asked them to be as 
time-efficient as possible while maintaining good accuracy. 
If their resul·ts showed any systematiC inaccuracy, such as 
mov ing away from the cross hairs less t.han 200 mSec af t.er 
'stimulus onset, they were asked to avoid such errors when 
they next performed the task. Reaction time was operation
ally defin_d to be the time between the onset of the 

. 0 

stimulus and when the joystick was deflected 0.3. Capture 
time was the time between the onset of the stimulus and the 
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beginning of a 350 mSec capture of the target. 

Subjects 

Seven undergraduate and graduate student.s at the University 
of Toronto served as subjects. 

RESULTS 

Three analyses of variance and three multivariate 
regressions will be discussed. the analysis of variance 1 
took the within subjects experimental design into account. 
Much of the variation was found to stem fl"om differences 
between sUbjects. The regreSSion analysis emploted six 
dummy variables in addition to respons.e entropy land the 
index of difficulty in ordel" to take between sUbject 
differences into account. In this way ,the regression 
analysis was made more consistent ~ith the ANOVAs, 

Reaction time was found to vary significantly ~ith 

response entropy (F(2,121= 41, MSE=71, p<0JJ01I.There was a :3i9nif1-' 
cant interaction between r~spon~e entropy (HI and ihdex of 
diff icul ty (10) (f(4,24) =3, tIS!:. =3, p=0.037) detected, but thE! amount 
of Variance actually involved was heg11ble. The 1'e91-e5sion 
analysiS showed an r2 of 0.95. 

Movement time varied significantly with both Hand ID, 
but the ANOVA showed that by f$l" the greatest part of the 
variation can be attl'ibuted to the ID (tC2,12): 87, HSE= 71, p<0.aH ) 
as opposed to the H (F(2,i2) = 5,6, MSE= 17, P :: 13.~19 l. There was no 
significant interaction found bet~een H ~rid ID. The regrE!s-
sion showed an r2 of 0.90, but with a negative iritercept 
(about -100 mSec) . 

Capture time showed a 51 ignif icant ef f ect of H tH2,11) = li3, MS£= 
44, p<S.0011 and, ID (F(2,12)= 91, MsE= 67, p<0.0011 but rio linteraction at 
all. In fact, the F score of the interabtion term Wa~ almost 
preCisely 1. 

The best fit of equation 3 <Hitts' Law) for this data is 
thus: 

CT=344 + 137H + 170.log..,( ID) 
,I;. 

with an r2 of 0.96. 

DISCUSSION 
It appears that the data supports a relation of ~he fotm 

of equation 3. Both the ANOVA and reg~ession analysis 

IThe joystick was sampled every 10 mSee, and so all the 
ANOVAs are in terms of this unit of time. 
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indicate that most of the Varial"lCe in subject performance 
can be accounted f or by such an express loon. As 
hypothesized, response entropy and movement precision have 
independent effects on' capture time over a fairly broad 
range of uncertainties. 

The analysis of variance showed a great amount of the 
variation was due to differences .between sUbjects. Thus, 
adding dummy variables to the regression analysis increased 
the r2 for CT from about .45 to about 0.96. This would 
indicate that the difference between sUbjects was in large 
part due to different intercepts, and can probably be attri
buted to the relative lack of practice of the subjects, as 
well as the lack of on line performance feedback. 
Movement time was found to vary not only with 10, but also 
with, H. Examinat ion of Pigure 3 wi 11 indicate that this 
~ffect seems to occur in those trials withH:3. One possible 
explanation starts with the observation that only in the H=3 
trials does the subject have to deal with targets separated 

o . . -. 
by 45 . This could be tested by adding such configurations 
into H=2 and Hel cells. 
A few subjects showed little difference in movement time 
between ID=4 and iD=5. This is possibly due to the tact that 
the difference between these two movement precis loons was 
manipulated using width of the target rather than amplitude 
of the ,motion. 

Within the conditions tested in this experl.mentllitts' 
law appears t.o hold. T~e next step might be to general ize 
the' manipu lat. ion of H , since response entropy wasvar ied 
hereby'controllirig th~ numb~r of equiprobable targets, and 
~ot by pteserit~ng targets with different probabilities. This 
wo~ld have the adi tional benef it that a wider range of H 
could be tested. 
P inally, in the procedure descr ibed here the task of the 
subject was a highly discrete one. The subject had several 
seconds to contemplate the targets before the onset of ~he 
stimulus. It is possible that the subject was ab~e to 
prepa:re,himself for the upcoming movement in a way which 
contributed to the high degree of independence between Hand 
ID. In contrast, in a setting in which each trial led into 
the next with no gaps inbetween, and in which there may be 
more incentive for the subject to overlap reaction and move
ment times, the independence of Hand ID might disappear. 
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